
The Feast of the Triumph of the Holy Cross 

In the late 1960’s, the late Archbishop Fulton Sheen delivered a retreat for priests in a 
certain diocese. He came to the retreat center and settling in recognized a lack of 
crucifixes on the walls. There were other Catholic images and spiritual art, but no 
crucifixes. When he inquired about this, the director of the retreat house explained 
that they were trying to tone down some of the more severe and violent symbols of the 
faith. Archbishop Sheen wrote in his journal, “The church’s darkest days come when 
she runs away from the cross.” 

The Triumph of the Cross impresses upon us the reality of evil in a world all too often 
denying evil’s presence. We pass off all evil as an illness that simply requires therapy 
and anger management. Then we stand speechless in the face of horrific cruelty and 
violence and look to our mental health professionals to reach a diagnosis and 
prescribe the cure. 

Psychological and mental health professionals are invaluable resources to understand 
the foundations of human behavior. Their abilities to promote cures and healings are 
well documented. But overlooking or denying a person’s spiritual side only complicates 
and obstructs healing and restoration. 

Beyond that, there are some human behaviors and actions that simply bring attempts 
of diagnosis to dead ends. Absent a clear psychosis, such actions as beheading 
innocents on worldwide video; serial murders; serial rapes; human trafficking for 
sexual slavery and torture defy any medical or psychological explanation. We find no 
rational definitions in our social dictionaries to understand malice, betrayal, or cold 
hearted indifference to human suffering. 

The cross exhibits the most evil event in all of history. The greatest gift God ever gave 
to creation, pure love in a human nature, was rejected and nailed to a cross. To 
meditate on the cross is to accept the undeniable presence of evil, and the powers of 
hell manifested in those cardinal sins of lust, greed, wrath, pride, sloth, envy and 
gluttony. The Church’s central focus on the Lord’s cross admits that evil still happens, 
happens to us and at times within us, and happens all around us. 

But meditation on this same cross boldly proclaims that evil does not and never will 
have the final word. Rather, the love of God revealed on the evil of the cross becomes 
the real message of this day. We proclaim the cross of Jesus Christ ultimately because 
of what Jesus did with the cross, and not what the cross did to him. 

A Church father from in the late 4th century writes, “In times past when great kings 
vanquished nations, they used to set up a trophy of their victory in the form of a cross 
and hang spoils from their (vanquished peoples) as a permanent reminder. The victory 
won by Christ’s cross is far different. The victory of those kings meant the 

extermination of peoples, the destruction of cities, the sacking of provinces. The 
victory of the cross means nations ransomed, cities saved, provinces liberated, the 
entire world made safe. Nothing is destroyed but the power of the devil, no one taken 
captive but the demons…” St. Chromatius (Give Us This Day, September 2014, 
p.150-151). 

The cross can be simultaneously something attractive or something repulsive. Its 
repulsion comes from revealing our capacity to do harm and evil to one another, and 
those times when we in fact did harm and evil to one another. The cross reveals those 
times when the innocent were condemned for convenience; the vulnerable were 
exploited for gratification; violence is celebrated as a badge of honor and decadence 
and self-absorption are promoted as desired lifestyles. 



The cross is an attraction when drawing from deep within us a capacity to love. This is 
a capacity to love that God put there in the first place. The cross heals, forgives, and 
transforms the worst in us at the same time it calls forth from within, the best of us. 
The cross reveals the call and invitation to unite with the Risen Christ standing with 
the innocent, protecting the vulnerable and transforming what is violent. 

Some years ago a wise Catholic commentator named a great lie of our day, “In our 
society everything is permissible but nothing is forgivable.” The cross stands as the 
ultimate contradiction to that lie. No, everything is not permissible. On the contrary 
many habits, practices, choices and lifestyles inflict considerable harm and affliction 
on countless people and tear at our society’s ability to trust, build community, and 
take responsibility for each other. 

But everything is forgivable. The cross stands as the ultimate sign of God’s mercy. 
Jesus forgiving his executors from the cross give us only a hint of the power of God’s 
merciful forgiveness unleashed from the cross of Our Lord Jesus Christ. 

This past week, we have all read every possible angle regarding former NFL player Ray 
Rice slugging his then fiancé in an elevator. The different perspectives is classic. There 
are some wanting to somehow excuse and minimize his behavior. He should be given 
another chance, cut some slack, or left to the privacy of his married life. Somehow his 
now wife is to blame if she instigated the violence by spitting on him. 

And then there are those desiring to toss him in jail and throw away the key. Their 
perspective states his actions have forever excluded him from the human community, 
resulting in a permanent mark on his reputation carried until the day he dies. 

The reality is much more complex. Ray Rice is totally responsible for his own actions 
and they were disgracefully sinful. Even if his now wife tries to protect him, or even if 
she spit on him in their dispute can never justify what he did. He alone is responsible 
and there are no circumstances that can justify, minimize, condone or in any way 
explain his behavior. 

On the other hand, Ray Rice is not beyond redemption and is not outside the power of 
God’s merciful grace in his life. His life and even his marriage can be restored but only 
with the intervention of competent professional help and with his complete and 
uncompromising cooperation and willingness to experience conversion from the inside 
out. All this only after facing the consequences of criminal charges. 

The mystery of the cross manifests evil’s greatest moment and God’s victory. The 
mystery of the cross brings conviction and conversion. The mystery of the cross brings 
judgment and mercy. The mystery of the cross brings failure and triumph. In 
Archbishop Sheen’s words, “dark days follow when we run from the cross.” 

 


